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3) Each Gh 1 < i < k9 is one of the groups described in Theorem 3.5.

G is a Coxeter group iff V0 0.

The proof of Theorem 3.6 is identical with that of Theorem 2.7. We

simply observe that we may now choose the V-s to be mutually orthogonal.

2. The Computation of the Degrees

for Real Finite Reflection Groups

Let G be a finite irreducible orthogonal reflection group acting on the

«-dimensional Euclidean space Rn. Let F be a fundamental region as

described in Theorem 3.3 and Rl9 Rn the n reflections in the walls of F.

We shall relate the degrees du dn of the basic homogeneous invariants
to the eigenvalues of R1 Rn. We first prove

Theorem 3.7. Let o (/) be any permutation of 1, n. Then R1 Rn

is conjugate to Ra{1) Ra{n)

Proof. Observe that R1 (R1...Rn) Rt R2 Rn Rx so that all cyclic
permutations yield conjugate transformations. We may also permute any
two adjacent R- s for which the corresponding walls are orthogonal, as

the Rts then commute. Theorem 3.7 will then follow from the following

Lemma 3.1. Let pu ...,pn be nodes of a tree T. Any circular arrangement

of 1, n can be obtained from a sequence of interchanges of pairs
4j which are adjacent on the circle and for which ph pj are not linked in T.

Proof ofLemma 3.1. We proceed by induction, the result being obvious
for 7? 1 or 2. We may assume that pn is an end node of the tree, i.e. it
links to precisely one other node. We first rearrange 1, n — 1 as we
wish. To show that this can be done, we just consider the possibility

inj where pu pj are not linked. If phpn are not linked, then we

interchange first i, n and then /, /, obtaining nji If pj9pn are not
linked, then we first interchange /, n and then /, i, obtaining jin
We may therefore arrange 1, n — 1 in the desired order. Shifting n in
one direction, which is permissible as n just fails to commute with one

element, we obtain the desired arrangement of 1, ...,/?.
In view of Theorem 3.7, the eigenvalues of R1 Rn are independent

of the order in which the R- s appear. They are also independent of the

particularly chosen F. For let F' be another fundamental region as described

in Theorem 3.3. Then F' o F9 o e G. The reflections in the walls of F'
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are given by R[ a Rt a 1 < i < n, so that Rx... Rn - cr Rt Rn o 1.

The main result of the present section is the following

Theorem 3.8 (Coleman [8]). Let Rx... Rn have order h. Let Ç

e2nl/h. The eigenvalues of Rx Rn are given by 1 < j < n,

the djS being the degrees of the basic homogeneous invariants of G.

Theorem 3.8. was first obtained by Coxeter [7], who verified this fact

for each group listed in Theorem 3.5. Coleman [8] supplied a general proof,
using the fact that the number of reflections \ nh. This fact, which was

at first known only by individual verification [7], was proven by Steinberg

[20]. In view of Theorem 3.8, the numbers Mj dj — 1 are usually
referred to as the exponents of the group G.

We begin by proving Steinberg's result, needed for the proof of
Coleman's theorem. We require a preliminary lemma and employ the following
terminology. Let A (al7) be an n x n matrix with non-negative entries.

We associate with A a graph ^ consisting of n nodes, connecting the
nodes z, j iff a^ > 0. A is said to be connected iff ^ is connected.

Lemma 3.2. Let A (au) be a symmetric connected matrix. The

largest eigenvalue 2 of A is positive and a corresponding eigenvector e can
be chosen all of whose entries are positive.

Remark. The above is a special case of a theorem of Frobenius
concerning the eigenvalues of matrices with non-negative entries [13]. Indeed
the symmetry of A is not required. This extraneous assumption permits
for a somewhat simpler proof and suffices for our purposes.

n n

Proof Let Q (x) Y Y atj xt Xj be the quadratic form asso-
j=l

n

ciated with (aif). Then X Max Q (x) > 0, where \\x ||2 x
||*|| i i= i

Chooser (y j, vn), ||^ [j l,sothatß(v) X and let e (eu e„),
where et | |, 1 < i < n. Then et > 0, 1 < i < n, and || e || 1. As
all au > 0 and || e || 1, we have X Q (y) < Q (e) < 2, so that Q (e)

2. The latter implies Ae Xe. It remains to show that each et > 0.

Choose ej > 0. Because of the connectivity assumption, we may choose

j\, ...,yf j so that aijt, ah jv ajr_iJ are all > 0. The relation 2 ejr_i
n

Yj ajr-t>k ek shows that ejr_ > 0. Repeating this reasoning r times,
k 1

we conclude that each et > 0.
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Theorem 3.9 (Steinberg [20]). Let h order of R1 Rn, r
nh

number of reflections in G. Then r —.

Proof We may label the walls of the fundamental region F so that
Wt Ws are mutually perpendicular, and Ws+i9 Wn are mutually
perpendicular (I.e. if the nodes corresponding to Wu Ws are black and
those corresponding to Ws+l9 Wn are white, then each black node is
linked only to white nodes and conversely). Let E1 Ws+1 n n Wn9

E2 — W\ n n Ws. Thus in terms of the dual basis {r-}, Ex is the linear

span of rf r's and E2 the linear span of r's+l9 r'n. Let S Rs+1 Rn,

T jR15 i?s and denote the orthogonal complement of Eh i 1,2,
by The restriction of S to denoted by SEl, is the identity rs+1?
form a basis for Tq1. Since they are orthogonal to each other, Rt rj — 0

for i # j, s -H 1 < z, j < n9 so that - identity. Similarly T£2

identity, TE^ — identity. We require the following

Lemma 3.3. Let G0 be the n x n matrix (fri9 zy)) and I the n x n

identity matrix. I — G0 is connected. Thus, by Lemma 3.2, I — (70 has a

biggest positive eigenvalue 2 and a corresponding eigenvector e with
s n

positive entries. Let o £ r-, t J] The plane 7t,
i 1 i s + 1

determined by a and t, has non-trivial intersection with E± and E2. It
follows that SK (Tn) is a reflection of n in the line through a (t).

Proof The entries of I — G0 are > 0, as (zy, zy) < 0 whenever i # j.
The irreducibility of G is equivalent to saying that I — G0 is connected. Let

(î A\ (B C
G0 ,/r ^o1

^4'// \C'7>y

where ^4, C are s x n — s matrices (we use I to denote the identity matrix
n

for various degrees; here degree / s). The relations zy £ (zy, zy) zy,
n j 1

z*,' £ (r-, zy) zy, 1 < z < zz, show that G0_1 ((zy, zy)). Since GÖ1 Go
z=i

7, we have

(3.1) £,4 + C C' + Dv4' 0

Let e1 be the vector consisting of the first ^ components of e, e2 the vector

*) Geometrically, the directions of a, t are those in EE2 which produce the
smallest angle. To prove this, one solves this minimum problem by the method of
multipliers. Lagrange's equations lead to (3.2.).
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consisting of the last n - s components of e. The equation (/- G0) e -
becomes

(3.2) Ae2 + A e1 A' e1 + A e2 0

(3.1), (3.2) imply

(3.3) ABe1- Ce2AD e2 - C e1 =0.
s n

Let (7 X ei r'i> xZ ei r'i- (3.3) may be rewritten as
1=1 / s + 1

(3.4) ri • (XG - t) 0, 1 </ <5,
r['{Xx—G) 0, s + 1 <i <n.

The vectors X g — t, It - d are A 0 and in 71. (3.4) states that
X a — t e Ei, Xx-geE^. Since geEu g' X g - t eE\, we have

S (g) g, S (g') -g'. I.e. SK is a reflection in the line through g.

Similarly, Tn is a reflection in the line through t.
We now return to the proof of Theorem 3.9. Let H be the subgroup

generated by S, T. ffn is the group generated by SK, Tn. Let

F0 {v \v xg + yx, x, y >0} F n 71

F0 is a fundamental region for Hn. For let y e Ef, yn ^ L Then y ^ I
and we have ynF n F y F n F n 7i <P. Rn is a rotation of n through
twice the angle between g and t. We show that ord Rn h. For let
ord R% k. Since Rh /, L we have k < /z. Choose p e F0.
Rk (p) Rkn (p) p so that RkFnF ^ <p ^ Rk I => h < k. Thus

2k
h k. It follows that F0 is an angular wedge of angular width — and

h

F[n is a dihedral group of order 2h. The h transforms of g are contained in
precisely (n — s) r.h.'s. The h transforms of t are contained in precisely s

r.h.'s. Every r.h. of G has a non-trivial intersection with n. Since each of
the transforms of F0 is contained in a chamber of G and each chamber is

free of r.h.'s, these r.h.'s meet n only at the transforms of g and t. Counting
the r.h.'s at the transforms of g and t, we obtain the count h s + h (n - s)

h n. Each r.h. is however counted twice, as it intersects n in a line and
h n

thus meets two of the g and t transforms. Hence r —
2

As a by product of the above proof, we obtain the following result
required to establish Theorem 3.8.
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Theorem 3.10. £ e2nl/h is an eigenvalue of R. Corresponding to £,

we may choose an eigenvector v not lying in any r.h. (Note: if v is complex,
then v is said to lie in the r.h. n iff L (v) 0, L (x) 0 being the equation
Of 71).

Proof Assume first that the R-s are labeled as in the proof of
Theorem 3.9; i.e. the walls Wl9 Ws are mutually perpendicular as are
also Ws+l9 Wn. Let n be the plane of Lemma 3.3. We choose two
orthonormal vectors vl9v2 in n suchthat vx is not contained in any r.h.
of G and

2 71 2 71

R (?q) cos — v1 + sin — v2
h h

(3-5)
2 71 2 71

R (v2) — sin — v1 + cos — v2
h h

Let v — v1 — iv2• We conclude from (3.5) that R (v) e2l7l/h v. Thus v is

an eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue £ e2ln/h. v is not in any
r.h. of G as v1 is not in any r.h. of G.

For an arbitrary labeling of indices, choose a permutation /l5 in

of 1, ...,72 so that the above reasoning applies to R' Ri± Rin. By
Theorem 3.7. R Rx Rn o R! for some a eG. Hence R{av)

£ (av). Since the r.h.'s are permuted by cr, we conclude that ov is also

not contained in any r.h. of G.

We also require

Theorem 3.11. 1 is not an eigenvalue of R.

Remark. In Theorem 3.12 we obtain the characteristic equation of R,
from which we may obtain Theorem 3.11. The following proof is shorter
and avoids any explicit matrix representation for R.

Proof Let n be the r.h. corresponding to the root r and o the reflection
in 7t. Then v' ov becomes

(3.6) vf v — 2(y9r) r

Suppose that Rl Rnv v, o R2 Rnv Rx v. Repeated
application of (3.6) shows that R2 Rnv v + X2 r2 + + An rn9 X2, Xn

being real numbers depending on v. Hence

(3.7) v + X2 r2 + + Xn rn v — 2 (v9 rf) r±

Since rl9 rn are linearly independent we must have (y9 rx) 0

o R± v v9 so that R2 Rnv v. Repeating the reasoning, we con-
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elude (v, rt) « 0, 1 </</?,=> v 0. Thus 1 is not an eigenvalue

of Rx
We can now provide the

Proof of Theorem 3.8. Let vu vn be linearly independent eigenvectors
of R with v1 chosenas in Theorem 3.10; i.e. vx corresponds to the eigenvalue
c e2ln/h and does not lie in any r.h. of G. Let xu xn be a coordinate

system adapted to vu vn. As Rh /, all eigenvalues of R are h-th roots
of I. By Theorem 3.11, 1 is not an eigenvalue of R. Hence the
eigenvalues of R are (mi, tfln where mt 1 and 1 < m1 < < mn

h — 1, 1 < i < n. R is given by x- 1 < / < n.
Let 71? ...,/„ be a basic set of homogeneous invariants of G of respective

degrees d1 < < dn. By Theorem 2.5,

3(Ji, /„)j —L_ü/ ^ o
S(x1; ...,x„)

off the r.h.'s of G. Hence / # 0 whenever x (xt, 0, 0), 0.

It follows that there exists a permutation (/) of 1 to such that

dltrfeo o) # o
dxj

for x10 and 1 < i< n.Thismeans that the x\i_l coefficient of

-— # 0 => Xj' Xjdxj
coefficient of 7; # 0, 1 < i<T«.Hence each xf''1 Xj is invariant under
I.e.

(3.8) (di-1)+ rrij s 0 (mod 1 </ <n
Rewrite (3.8) as

(3-9) di-1i (h — mj) + eth, 1 <i <n
where each s; is an integer > 0. Let The eigenvalues of
occur in pairs, so that the set of numbers {m]} is identical with {my}. Summing

both sides of (3.9) from i 1 to / n, we get

(31°) Î (di-1£ m'j (£ e,)A
i 1 j•i i i
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By Theorem 2.2, Y (^~1) r• Since
i 1

(3.11) E miE (h- mj) n- y m-
j=1 J=1 j=1

we also have mj We conclude from Theorem 3.9 that
jäI 2

n n n

Yj (ßi — 1) X! m'j- (3-10) shows that Y si 0 => £,• 0,1 < / < n.
1=1 j 1 i 1

It follows from (3.9) that dt ~ 1 mi5 1 < z < «.

To make effective use of Coleman's Theorem, we need the explicit
expression for the characteristic equation of R.

Theorem 3.12 (Coxeter [5], p. 218). The characteristic equation of
R R1 jR„ is given by

(3.12)

1 + A
Àa12 Xaln

1 + A

'21 2 $23 2 £Z2

1 + 2
an,n — 1

0

where —cos (njpij), 1 < z,y < n.

Proof Let v — cr v' where <j is a reflection in the r.h. perpendicular to
the root r.
Then

(3.13) v v' — 2 (v'-r)r

We use (3.13) to obtain the matrix for Rj relative to the basis rf r'n.

n r n

Let v E xi r'i> v'E x* W- Then v' ry xj, r} E ay r).
i l i=l t 1

Substituting into (3.13), we get

(3.14)

Let

a Rjv' o xt Xi — 2üijx'j, 1 <i <n

£) JR1 f(1), ^(1) R2 v(2\ zz(n~1} Rnv(n)
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n

so that v RtRnv(n).Supposethat vü) £ x;0) 1 <y <«.
i 1

We conclude from (3.14) that

Xi x- - 2ua x/
X- xt" - 2ai2x2"1 < <
A:'" " X,<"> - 2fl;„ X„(,,>

(3.15)

Let y,: x«\ 1 <«'<«. For each we rewrite (3.15) as

(3.16)

xt' - Xi jq
xi' - x-2 >>2

Fi - Af(,'-1) 2aiiFi

(3.17)

x,-(i + 1) - F; 2a;)i+1 Fi+i
X;(i+2> _Xj(/+D 2fly+2 Fi + 2

xp"' - xi" 1} 2ainyn00

Adding up respectively the equations in (3.16), and (3.17), we obtain

(3.18)

(3.19)

-x; X 2ii;/ V; + 1 <i <n
j =i

n

Xj(,,) X 2aijyj+ Fi> 1 <i < n
i=i +1

(3.18), (3.19) may be abbreviated as

(3.20) -x Ay,x(n)

where

1

2$21

(3.21) ^

2u„i 2a„

the entries above the diagonal being zero.
Hence x — A (A')~1 x(n\ so that -A {A')'1 is the matrix for

R Rx Rn relative to the basis r'u r'n. The characteristic equation
for R is thus given by
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(3.22) -A{AT 271=0
A + 2 A'

0

which is the same as (3.12).
We rewrite the characteristic equation in a more symmetric form.

Suppose first that G is of type I. We label nodes of the graphs in diagram 3.2

from left to right as 1, n. Thus atj 0 whenever y > 1. Multiplying
first the z-th row of the determinant in (3.12) by 2(l 1)/2, 1 < z < n, then
the y-th column by 2_-//2, 1 <y < n, we get

(3.23)

where A
21/2 + 2~1/2

A

0

If G is of type //, then the nodes on the principal chain are labeled from
left to right as 1 to n — 1, the remaining node being labeled n. The /-7th

node is linked to the qth node. Let z" z, y" j, 1 < z, j </z — 1,

and I' j' q + 1 whenever z or j n. Multiply first the z-th row
v — 1

of the determinant in (3.12) by 2 2 ,1 < z < n, then the y-th column by
À~r/2. We obtain again (3.23). We have proven

Corollary. The characteristic equation of R is given by (3.23).

We illustrate the use of Coleman's Theorem by computing the d- s for
the icosahedral group /3. In this case the characteristic equation (3.23)
becomes

(3.24)

0

A

— cos

0

71

— cos -5 0

The roots of (3.24) are readily computed to be e 10 C5> (9- It
follows from Coleman's Theorem that d± 2, d2 6, d3 10.
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